Toro’s Whirlwinds — mid-weight range, heavy duty rotaries that keep cutting for hours, days and years. Yet, these ground hugging, close trimming roughnecks maneuver like sports cars. They’ll climb hills and easily cut steep slopes. Engine lubrication is assured in any mowing position thanks to oil reservoir and pump. They trim both to the front and side, and share other design features which have made Toro Whirlwinds the leading institutional rotaries.

You'll like the Whirlwind 25”. It’s a self propelled mower, trimmer and mulcher with a 5 hp., 4 cycle engine. It’s built to keep going, nearly anywhere. The Wind-Tunnel® housing is formed from 14 gauge steel. Engine is mounted over rear wheels for maximum traction.

A rugged, maneuverable giant. That’s Toro’s 34” Whirlwind powered by a 6 hp., 4 cycle engine. You’ll know why it’s a favorite with institutions when you see its maneuverability and the way it climbs hills. It’s exceptionally stable on side hills, and trims up close. Many adjustments make it versatile.
The Whirlwind 31" whips your toughest jobs. It has 9.2 hp. to master your problem turf areas. Options include riding sulky, leaf mulcher, reverse gear. The housing for this industrial rotary is rugged 1/4" steel.
You can cut over 14 acres of grass a day with Toro’s 70” Professional. Powerful 6¾ hp., 4 cycle engine drives three 25” long, 7½” diameter reels as fast as 3 m.p.h. The reels lift for easy transport and adjust without tools to cut at heights from ½” to 2½”. Operators will like the comfortably padded, tractor style seat and easy, single rear wheel steering. Toro’s 70” Professional is exceptionally stable on steep hills due to a low center of gravity. Terra turf pneumatic tires provide excellent traction while minimizing compaction and turf damage. Welded steel frame consists of 1⅛” square and round steel tubing. Options include 12 volt electric starting, rubber covered roller kit.
48" rotary snow thrower clears walks and parking areas fast.

Leaf blower moves leaves left or right for that well-kept look.

48" angle broom has many uses.
TROJAN II

New versatility makes Toro's new Trojan II your all-season maintenance companion

Winter, summer, spring and fall you'll find Toro's new Trojan II 50” Whirlwind on the job, replacing several machines. Naturally, it tackles your roughest, toughest cutting jobs with ease. But you can put its big 12.5 horses and four forward speeds to work in other seasons, too. It's a snow blower, snow grader, two direction leaf blower, leaf mulcher and angled rotary broom to sweep sidewalks and parking lots. Optional sulky seat lets you walk or ride. Pivot power brakes for real maneuverability. Has reverse gear.

- Snow blade, clears 48” path.
- 50” Whirlwind rotary cutter trims close, mows 12 acres a day.
Only Toro’s Greensmaster, with its unique, free-floating cutting head, assures a uniform cutting height of all greens, regardless of their contour. Traction and grass catcher sections are separate — weight of clippings does not affect cutting height. Engine vibrations are not transmitted to cutting reel. Attachments customize the Greensmaster to meet your most stringent greens maintenance requirements.

**A** Traction unit — 3 or 4 hp. engine, transaxle, rubber covered traction drums.

**B** Catcher support unit is integral with traction unit.

**C** Free floating cutting unit has 21”, 9 blade reel.

Brush Attachment easily adjusts for light or heavy brushing. Eliminates grain, assists in thatch control, lifts stringers.

Delmonte Comb helps control thatch, eliminates grain, lifts stringers for cutting to uniform height. Adjusts for light or heavy raking.

Wiehle Roller replaces skids where deeper penetration of more vigorous grasses is required. Often used with Delmonte Comb.

Sectional Rollers for your special mowing conditions. Replace standard skids to accommodate wide range of cutting requirements.
You can understand why Toro’s 76” Professional has been the standard of the industry for more than 25 years when you see the job it does. Its smooth cutting maneuverability and ease of handling are the qualities that have made it the favorite, medium width, multi-reel mower. Mows up to 20 acres a day. Wing units raise allowing 36” storage.

Toro’s Pivot Power steering lets you trim close and turn sharply with a gentle squeeze of the hand levers. Hinged wings float on adjustable springs for mowing hard or soft turf, ridges and slopes. All reels lift for transport and storage. Engine has 9.2 hp. Electric starting optional. Reels have 5 or 6 blades, are 7” in diameter.
Toro's big, fast 84" Super Pro has the rugged dependability of the 76" Pro, but it will go more places and do more jobs. Its 12 hp. engine delivers power through a transmission with 4 forward speeds, plus reverse, to meet all your mowing requirements. Big 8:50 x 12, two ply, tubeless tires give better traction and transport capability. It mows 28 acres a day. Cuts from 3/8" to 3" high. Transport speed is nearly 9 m.p.h.

For day-in, day-out endurance, the 84" Super Pro is the champion. It is unbeatable for side hill stability and general performance. Yet, it's compact for trouble free maneuvering around trees, benches, signs and other obstacles. Electric starting is standard. Reels are 8" in diameter, 30" long. Choice of 5 or 6 blades. Reels raise for transport by manual or optional electric winch. Transport width is 74". Comfortable, padded bucket seat.
If you've got a lot of grass to mow, you'll like the 5 unit **Super Pro**. It has all the rugged, sturdiness of the 3 unit model with a mowing capability of 46 acres per day. Cuts at speeds from 3.3 to 5.4 m.p.h. Transports at 8.8 m.p.h. It's powered by a 12 hp. industrial engine with 12 volt electric starting. Reels are 8" in diameter, 30" long. It cuts a swath 11' wide.

Like the 3 unit **Super Pro**, this 5 unit model climbs hills and clips formal turf with speed and precision. And, it has superb side hill stability. Controls are placed for operator convenience and comfort. Padded bucket seat is adjustable. Cutting units raise for transport by optional electric winch. Transport width is 7'. Dual wheels and dual fuel tanks are optional.